How to Use Depew School Website

www.depewschools.org

MENU
This opens up the static
web pages and Quick
Icons (yellow cubes)

CARROT indicates
there are
pages in this
section

Live Feed, News, Events
Content for these areas
is specific to the page
you are on: District,
DHS, DMS or Cayuga.
These areas are also on
the mobile apps.

DISTRICT ---- PAGE FOOTER
Sections: Each name links to
another area.
Parent Portal & Schoology lead to
the log in pages.
Staff leads to District staff since you
are on the district page. Documents
leads to District documents. Dining
is the cafeteria menus.

Depew High School
SCHOOLS

Information about
buildings are at their web
pages. Choose the
building from the
SCHOOLS drop down.

MENU
This opens up the static
web pages and Quick
Icons (yellow cubes).

CARROT - indicates there are
pages in this section. The
High School Guidance section
has several pages for
scholarships, career and
college planning. You get to
the Guidance area by
choosing High School from
the SCHOOLS dropdown;
then click MENU

Opens
cafeteria menu

Opens
staff directory for DHS

Opens
documents for DHS

Opens
Athletic Scheduler website

HIGH SCHOOL ---- PAGE FOOTER
Sections: Each name links to
another area.
Parent Portal & Schoology lead to
the log in pages.
Staff leads to HIGH SCHOOL staff
since you are on the HS page.
Documents leads to HIGH SCHOOL
documents. Dining is the cafeteria
menus.

Depew Middle School
SCHOOLS

Information about
buildings are at their web
pages. Choose the
building from the
SCHOOLS drop down.

MENU
This opens up the static
web pages and Quick
Icons (yellow cubes).

CARROT - indicates there are
pages in this section. The
Middle School Guidance
section has several pages.
You get to the Guidance area
by choosing Middle School
from the SCHOOLS
dropdown; then click MENU

DOCUMENTS - (Yellow Cube)
Opens Middle School documents
DIRECTORY (Yellow Cube)
Opens Middle School staff directory
DINING (Yellow Cube)
Opens cafeteria menus

MIDDLE SCHOOL - PAGE FOOTER
Sections: Each name links to
another area.
Parent Portal & Schoology lead to
the log in pages.
Staff leads to MIDDLE SCHOOL staff
since you are on the MS page.
Documents leads to MIDDLE
SCHOOL documents. Dining is the
cafeteria menus.

Cayuga Heights Elementary School
SCHOOLS

Information about
buildings are at their web
pages. Choose the
building from the
SCHOOLS drop down.

MENU
This opens up the static
web pages and Quick
Icons (yellow cubes).

Opens cafeteria menu

CAYUGA - PAGE
FOOTER
Sections: Each name
links to another area.
Staff leads to CAYUGA
staff since you are on
the CHE page.
Documents leads to
CAYUGA documents.
Dining is the cafeteria
menus.

Opens staff directory for Cayuga

Opens documents for Cayuga

